
It Happened Here Gezer

Introduction
Gezer may seem like an unlikely biblical city on which
to focus. It isn’t the birthplace of anyone famous. No
iconic Bible stories happened there. It is not mentioned
in the New Testament and is only mentioned in passing
in the Old Testament. So, what is the big deal about
Gezer? How does it fit into the biblical landscape? A
little background information, however, allows us to
glean much about the site’s significance.

Gezer is in the northern Shephelah within the broad
Aĳalon Valley. It has a commanding view not only of the
entire valley but also of regions beyond, and it is
surrounded by fertile fields. The site was strategic
militarily and economically, offering command over
both north-south and east-west traffic and serving as a
guard-post into the Central Hill Country to the east.

Gezer features prominently in Egyptian sources, falls
under Israelite control in the days of Solomon, and is
one of the first cities conquered by the Assyrian king
Tiglath-Pileser III in the 8th c. BC. Over hundreds of
years, Gezer saw military conquests, burgeoning
commercial activity, and the changing of political and
cultural affiliation unattested at most other sites in the
region.

If you could stand at Tel Gezer today, you would have
over 5,000 years of history underneath your feet (think
of all the people who have walked here over the
centuries!). Fortunately, this history has come to light
over the past 100 years due to archaeological excavation.
Huge fortifications and a water system from the Middle
Bronze Age (ca. 2000-1550 BC) attest to Gezer’s early
significance. Pottery, scarab seals (one of Pharaoh
Amenhotep III), and other material culture show
Canaanite-Egyptian relations in the Late Bronze Age
(ca. 1550-1200 BC). Large “mansions” indicate Gezer’s
prominence in the Iron Age I (ca. 1200-980 BC; the
period of Joshua and the Judges). And a massive three-
chambered city gate dated to the mid-10th c. BC coheres
with the biblical record’s claim of Gezer’s primacy in the

days of King Solomon. The archaeological remains have
opened a window for us to see into life in ancient Gezer
and to remind us that God’s Word is accurate down to
the tiniest detail.

Digging In
Read: Deut. 7:1-5; 18:9-14; Joshua 10:28-33ff;
12:7-12ff; 16:5-10; Judges 1:27-34

Dig Deeper
Deuteronomy is Moses’ last instructions to the Israelites
after 40 years of wilderness wandering—they are now
poised to enter the long-awaited Promised Land.
Summarize the instructions the nation was given in the
passages from Deuteronomy listed above.

What do you learn about Gezer during the period of the
Israelites’ conquest of the Promised Land according to
the passages in Joshua? Are we provided with volumes
of information about the site, or glimpses into the role it
played in the big picture of Israel’s history? What do we
learn from the passage in Judges?

Why is it significant that the Israelites did not remove
all the Canaanites from Gezer when they conquered the
region?

In the center of Gezer archeologists have found a set of
ten standing stones dating to the Middle Bronze IIC (ca.
1650-1550 BC). Some of these stones are almost ten feet
tall. Their purpose is not clear, but one possible
interpretation is that they commemorate a space where
groups gathered to establish and/or renew a covenant. A
large stone basin accompanies the stones and may have
been used for collecting blood associated with sacrifice
and ritual meal preparation.

Once Israel entered Canaan, the land was allotted to the
various tribes. One of the things that made Gezer unique
was its designation as a Levitical city (within the tribal
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allotment of Ephraim). The tribe of Levi was given the
charge of the Tabernacle during the years of wandering
in the wilderness (Numbers 1:47-54). They were to carry
the Ark of the Covenant and the Tabernacle articles
when the Israelites moved camp. Later, Levites had the
job of helping the priests in the Temple as doorkeepers
and porters. Because of their special assignments from
God, they were not allocated a territory in the Promised
Land but were dispersed throughout the new land in 48
Levitical cities (Joshua 14:3-4; 21:41). The Levites are
the only ones without their own land. God wanted the
Levites “sprinkled” throughout the land of Israel.

Application
God never intended there to be one “state” of Levi, but
every Israelite tribe was to have the priestly influence
and presence in their midst. In the same way, Christians
(being priests, 1 Peter 2:9-10) are to be “sprinkled”
throughout their community and the world, instead of
living in isolated Christian conclaves.

It’s fascinating to think about the Levites, who were
assigned to live in Gezer. Their God-given responsibility
was to serve in the worship of the nation and be a
“bridge” from God to the people. Yet they had pagan
standing stones right outside the windows of their
homes! Were they conflicted by this? Did they see this
as just part of life in Gezer? Did they write their
congressman about the situation? Did they participate in
idol worship at the standing stones? Did they vacate the
city and leave it to the pagans to do whatever they
wanted? Speculate on the spiritual condition of the
Levites in Gezer and the influence they were having on
their community.

How do you deal with the aspects of your culture that are
counter to a biblical worldview? How do you address
issues in your culture that clash with scripture? Do you
know your Bible well enough to even realize when there
is a conflict between the culture and the Word?

Jot down activities you are involved in where you are the
lone Christian influence. Do you reflect the culture
around you or a biblical worldview? Are you
intentionally being salt and light?

It is easy to lose the big picture in the details. Look again
at Joshua 21. What character qualities does it reveal

about God? What do we know about God based on the
information provided in Joshua 21?

If you’ve ever doubted that God is a God of order and
purpose, a careful reading of Joshua 21 is a good
reminder that He is very intentional in what He
commands. God created a unique way for which the
tribe of Levi would be provided. He gave specific
instructions on how the Levitical cities were to be
established and evenly distributed them throughout the
Promised Land. In your own faith walk, when you don’t
understand why He commands (or allows) what He does,
you can trust in His wisdom, purposefulness, and ability
to carry out His plan. When you can’t see His hand, you
can trust His heart.

Take a moment and thank God that He orchestrates all
the details of history and your individual life with
purposefulness and wisdom. (Write out your prayer of
thanksgiving.)

More Background
Now fast forward about 300 years from the conquest of
the Promised Land to the period of the United
Monarchy of Israel under Solomon. Gezer is mentioned
as a site (re)built by King Solomon due to its strategic
geographic location; it controlled access to the Judean
Hills from the northwest. The sites of Hazor and
Megiddo are also mentioned along with additional sites.
Each of these was also located in a strategic location for
the control of traffic and trade.

Excavations at Gezer, Megiddo, and Hazor show that
each city was surrounded by a similar wall and gateways
of similar design.

Digging In
Read: 1 Kgs 9:10, 15-19

Dig Deeper
Solomon established a system of forced labor in Israel in
order to build “the house of the LORD and his own
house, the Millo [likely a terraced feature known today
as the “Stepped Stone Structure”] and the wall of
Jerusalem, Hazor, Megiddo, Gezer.” At the beginning of
his building projects, forced labor was only imposed on
the remnant of the Canaanite population: “All the
people left from the Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites,



Hivites and Jebusites (these peoples were not Israelites).
These Solomon conscripted for his slave labor force” (1
Kings 9:20-21). Foreign people living in the land were
conscripted for life by Solomon as slave labor. However,
Solomon eventually used Israelites as well to complete
his impressive building projects. Israelite workers were
conscripted to serve for fixed periods of time. This policy
of Solomon was deeply resented and contributed to the
division of the kingdom following Solomon’s death (1
Kings 12:4).

But before Solomon could build anything at Gezer, he
had to acquire it. According to 1 Kings 9:16 how did
Gezer come under Solomon’s control?

Notice who the pharaoh defeated to take control of Gezer
and then give the city away as a gift. Why were there
Canaanites in the city at this point in history at all?
(Look at the timeline and notice how many years the
Canaanites had been living in the land between Joshua’s
conquests and King Solomon.)

Application
Gezer had remained in Canaanite hands, despite the
Israelite conquest (Josh 16:10; Judges 1:29).
Unfortunately, the Israelites rarely controlled Gezer.
They acted out of fear rather than trusting God to help
them seize Gezer and influence the world. To avoid

Prayer
Make this prayer of Henry Thornton’s (1834) yours:

“Almighty and Everlasting God, we acknowledge ourselves bound by innumerable obligations to praise and
adore, to love and serve You. From You we have received our being. You are our constant preserver and bountiful
benefactor, the source of every present enjoyment and of all hopes. You have in Your infinite forbearance, been pleased
to look down with pity on our fallen race and freely to offer salvation to us through Jesus Christ. We adore you for the
promise of Your mercy and grace. But while we celebrate Your goodness to us, we have cause to be ashamed of our
conduct. We have great reason, O Lord, to be humbled before You, on account of the coldness, stubbornness, and
ignorance of our hearts, the disorder and lack of commitment in our loves, and the prevalence of worldly affections
within us. Too often we have indulged in our own agendas that we ought to have subdued, and have left our duty
unperformed. O Lord, be merciful to us for Your Son Jesus Christ’ sake. Amen.”

conflict with the Canaanites, they lived in the
mountains and allowed the Canaanites to occupy the site
(Josh 16:10). Thus the Israelites missed an incredible
opportunity to impact the world around them. By failing
to dominate the strategic city of Gezer, they gave the
Canaanites the opportunity to influence the broader
region with their culture.

What Israel failed to do, God accomplished through an
Egyptian pharaoh. How ironic is that? What might have
happened if the Israelites had fully obeyed God at the
time of the initial invasion, destroyed the Canaanites,
and took complete control of Gezer’s critical location in
the days of Joshua? Who knows what influence Israel
may have had on the world in this strategic location had
they obeyed Him fully, instead of it being a wedding
present for Solomon’s marriage to an Egyptian wife (1
Kings 3:1-15)? Sadly, since the Israelites did not remove
the Canaanites (1 Kings 9:20-23), their influence,
culture, and religion served as a stumbling block for
many Israelites. Even Solomon was led away from the
Lord through his numerous marriages to non-Israelite
women (1 Kings 11:4-9).

Are you living your life “sort of” obeying God? Take
some time to honestly reflect on the condition of your
heart and whether or not you unconditionally submit to
God’s authority.


